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Sathianathaier, R.—A College Text-Book of Indian History.
Vol. II. India from A.D. 1200 to 1700, Rochouse & Sons,
Calcutta, 1941.	[1482
Scott, George Eyley—Phallic Worship: A History of Sex
and Sex Rites in Relation to the Religions of all
Races from Antiquity to the Present day S1/^" x 5%",
pp. xvii-f 299, 17 plates. Privately printed for subscribers
only by T. Werner Lawrie, Cobban House, 24/26, Black
Friars Lane, London, 1941.	[1483 .
Treats with the nature and evolution of phallic worship and the
diffusion of phallic worship and the character of its ceremonies and
symbolism. Chapter XI treats with the Phallic gods of India;
the religion of the Hindus; the origin of Hindu phallicism; lingam
versus yoni; the nature of the Hindu phallic emblems; the rites of
Hindu phallicism and modern Hindu phallic worship.
Sen, Surendra Nath—Survival of some Asokan Forms in
Seventeenth Century Bengali. In No. 1434, pp.4l7-4J9. [1484
Points out briefly the nature of a Bengali work by Dom Antonio
do Rozario who was a Bengali prince, a son of the king of Bhusna;
he was carried away by the Magh pirates of Arakan and sold into
slavery. A Portuguese missionary rescued him from his fate and
taught him the tenets of Christianity. Antonio returned home and
preached Christianity to his countrymen. He compiled a dialogue in
Bengali, entitled Arguments Disputoc sobre a Leyt which is the subject
of the writer's study.
	The Modern Age in India. CB. LXXVIII, pp. 92-101, [1485
Presidential address, Modern History Section, India History Congress,
Lahore, 1940.
After a brief survey of the unity of history, the writer  concludes:
"The History of modem  India has  yet to be written.   To   outsiders
India is a land of complexities  and contradictions.   Her culture  has
never  been exclusive, her civilisation has never been aggressive,  her
' conservation has always been tampered with a toleration all her own.
Reverence for the old has never degenerated here   to aversion of the
new.   Assimilation and  not annihilation  has been  her racial policy.
It is the future historian  to say whether India has been true  to her-
self in the commercial clashes and racial  conflicts of  the last two
centuries.   It will be our task to bring together and preserve for the
future generations this rightful heritage, the raw materials of Modern
history.   It will be our  duty to rescue from  decay  and  dissolution
these indigenous records  on which  Modern Indian  History  must be
based.   It will be our care to  rouse  the  public conscience  and to
persuade the custodians of the public purse to do their duty by the
archives in India, public and private".

